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Peter Petré, KU Leuven 

 

This article accounts for the transition of Old English IS ‘is’ and BIÐ ‘will be’ from separate 

verbs with an overlapping past tense WÆS into a single, non-overlapping suppletive paradigm 

in Middle English, in which IS became limited to the indicative singular and BIÐ to the 

indicative plural and all other forms. I first analyse the synchronic situation in Old English, 

showing that IS was mainly used for predicating present states of specific subjects, and in 

identifying clauses. By contrast, BIÐ was used to encode future situations and generic 

statements, which are connected to future situations through their implication of future 

validity (compare expressions like boys will be boys). Importantly, the high frequency of 

generic statements, which are about kinds instead of individuals, also led to plural forms of 

BIÐ being more salient than those of IS. Second, I show how environmental constructional 

change can account for their merger. Specifically, the grammaticalization of the construction 

[shall Inf] brought about semantic erosion of the sense of futurity in BIÐ. The subsequent 

semantic confusion between BIÐ and IS led to a reanalysis of their distribution, which was 

guided by their number asymmetry: BIÐ was restricted to plural and IS to singular number.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This article analyses the merger of the paradigms of is ‘is’ (no infinitive) and beon ‘be’ in the 

indicative, and the concomitant increase in the use of the infinitive of BIÐ. For reasons of 

consistency I will refer to these verbs by their indicative present 3SG form (in small caps, to 

distinguish them from the 3SG token), as IS and BIÐ. Their merger occurred in the transition 

from Old English to Middle English in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. IS came to be used 

in the singular of a single new suppletive verb and BIÐ in the plural (referred to as BEOÐ) of 

that verb. In Old English the prototypical uses of IS and BIÐ were clearly distinct, and the two 

verbs were to a large extent in complementary distribution. IS was required for the expression 

of specific statements that relate to the here and now at the time of utterance (as in (1)). By 

contrast, BIÐ was required for the expression of future situations, or of situations that extend 

into the future, of which the most frequent type was the generic statement (as in (2)).  

 

(1) Ic þæt gehyre þæt þis is hold weorod frean Scyldinga.  

I that hear that this is true troop lord:DAT Shilding:GEN.PL 

‘I understand that this is a troop friendly to the Lord of the Scyldings.’ (c1000. Beo: 

291) 

 

(2) Ealdes mannes eagan beoþ unscearpsyno.  

old:GEN man:GEN eyes are unsharpsighted 
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 ‘The eyes of an old man are not sharpsighted.’ (c925. Lch II [1]: 2.12.1) 

 

From late Old English onwards, however, the distinction between the two verbs became 

increasingly blurred. An important factor in this process, it will be argued, was that finite BIÐ 

ceased to express futurity, and was gradually replaced in this function by SCEAL BEON ‘shall 

be’ (and, at a later stage, WILL BEON ‘will be’). Roughly by the second half of the thirteenth 

century IS was no longer semantically distinct from BIÐ in the indicative present. Instead, IS 

was now used for the singular and BIÐ for the plural, both for the expression of specific 

statements and general truths.  

 Combining the two roots of BIÐ and IS into a single verb, the new paradigm is clearly 

suppletive in nature. Significantly though, the original situation was already multiply 

suppletive. The highly complex paradigm is given in full in Table 1; the grey zone constitutes 

the focus of the present paper. First, both BIÐ and IS were in a suppletive relation with WÆS –

the past-tense forms of the root WES- – which combined the functions – or their past-tense 

equivalents – of both these verbs. This situation, where a single verb functions as part of the 

paradigm of two other, unrelated verbs, is called overlapping suppletion (Juge 1999). In (3) 

WÆS is used in a specific statement related to a then-moment, the past-tense equivalent of the 

now-moment typical of IS, whereas (4) illustrates WÆS in a generic statement (‘elephants don’t 

like pigs’). All the other functions of BIÐ and IS are also found for WÆS.  

 

(3) Se gerefa wæs þa swiþe yrre.  

‘The reeve was then very angry.’ (c1050. LS 16 [MargaretCot.Tib. A.iii]: 6.13) 
 

(4) Ic wiste þæt swin wæron ðæm deorum laðe, & hiora rying hie 

I knew that pigs were those beasts:DAT loathsome and their grunting them 

 meahte afyrhton.  

might frighten 

‘I knew that pigs were loathsome to those beasts [i.e. elephants], and their grunting 

might frighten them.’ (c1000. Alex: 28.8) 

 

In addition to the different etymology of IS and WÆS, the paradigm of IS reveals yet another 

level of suppletion: from a synchronic point of view, every single present-tense form is 

unrelated as well. As a result, the plural forms sind and sindon are formally no more related to 

the singular forms eam, eart and is as would be beoð, the plural of BIÐ. The only forms that 

share a phonological sequence of considerable length are eart and earon. Earon ‘are’, 

however, is only exceptionally used in late Old English and early Middle English texts, and 

will not be discussed in detail in this paper (see Kilpiö 1997 for its predominance in late 

Middle English). Finally, a note on the non-past-tense uses of WES- is in order. The imperative 

and non-finite forms of this verb are still occasionally found in Old English texts, but are 

outnumbered from the start a hundred times over by their equivalent BIÐ-forms. Indicative 

present-tense forms are so rare that I have not included them in Table 1. Out of the about 

100,000 cumulated instances of all forms in Table 1 found in the Dictionary of Old English 

Corpus, only four are indicative present-tense forms of WES-. In literature on suppletion such 

forms, which can no longer be considered conventional members of the paradigm, are called 

‘remainders’ (Corbett 2007: 26). Neither these remainders, nor the slightly more common 

non-finite and imperative forms of WESEÐ will be discussed any further in this paper. 

 

Tense Mood   Root 1 Root 2 & 3 Root 4 

  Infinitive   wesan   beon 

  Inflected infinitive   wesanne   beonne 
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Present Indicative  1SG  eam beo 

  2SG  eart bist 

  3SG  is bið 

    1-3PL   sind(on)/earon beoð 

 Subjunctive  wese sie beo 

      wesen sien beon 

Past Indicative  1SG wæs   

  2SG wære   

  3SG wæs   

    1-3PL wæron     

 Subjunctive SG wære   

  PL wæren   

Present Imperative SG wes  beo 

  PL wesaþ  beoð 

 Present participle  wesende  (beondum [only DAT. PL]) 

  Past participle       (gebeon [1096]) 

 

Table 1. Paradigms of IS, BIÐ and WESEÐ in Old English 

 

The Middle English situation is very different from the Old English one. Table 2 

provides the greatly reduced Middle English paradigm, which constitutes a case of non-

overlapping suppletion, meaning that only a single verb paradigm remains, containing forms 

from at least two – but in the present case at least four – synchronically unrelated roots.  

 

 

 

 

 

Tense Mood   Verb form 

  Infinitive   ben 

Present Indicative  1SG am 

  2SG art 

  3SG is 

    1-3PL beð/aren 

 Subjunctive  be 

      ben 

Past Indicative  1SG was 

  2SG were 

  3SG was 

    1-3PL weren 

 Subjunctive SG were 

  PL weren 

Present Imperative SG be (wes) 

  PL beþ 

 Present participle  beond/being 
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  Past participle   been 

 

Table 2. Paradigm of to be in Middle English 

 

 The main aim of this paper, then, is to explain how be evolved from a case involving 

(at least) two verbs in a relationship of overlapping suppletion in Old English to a single verb 

showing non-overlapping suppletion. To this purpose, the discussion in this article focuses on 

the relation between IS and BIÐ in the indicative present, where the functional differences 

between them are clearest.
2
 A diachronic analysis of their respective functions will make it 

possible to explain why IS and BIÐ were kept separate throughout Old English, and why they 

eventually yielded to the paradigmatic pressure of English verbs in general, and merged. To 

achieve this goal, the article consists of three further sections. Section 2 briefly outlines 

relevant characteristics of suppletion including the role of paradigmatic pressure in the 

emergence of (new types of) suppletion. This is followed by an overview of previous research 

on various aspects of the respective distributions of IS and BIÐ (section 3). The analysis itself, 

covering the distribution of IS and BIÐ in late Old English and early Middle English (from 

about 950 until 1350), is presented in section 4. After an introduction and overview of the 

corpus used (sections 4.1-2), an analysis is first carried out of their distribution in Old English 

(section 4.3). From this it will appear that IS and BIÐ were largely in complementary 

distribution, each realizing its prototypical semantics, but that these prototypical semantics 

left a grey zone where both verbs competed to express non-prototypical uses. In section 4.4 it 

is shown how this fuzziness constituted a potential locus of change, which was actualized 

when another construction featuring SCEAL ‘must, shall’, namely [SCEAL Inf] started to 

grammaticalize into a marker of future time, which resulted in the bleaching of the distinctive 

sense of futurity from indicative BIÐ. Around 1250, these developments resulted in a single 

paradigm made up of IS in the indicative present and BIÐ in the plural, a situation that lasted 

more or less up to the early fifteenth century, when forms of ARE started to take over from BIÐ 

in the plural, a shift that falls outside the scope of this  article. The conclusion is that the 

merger of IS and BIÐ was triggered by changes in the constructional environment of BIÐ. These 

changes then led to increased competition between the two verbs and ultimately to the loss of 

parts of their paradigms. Importantly, competition did not independently lead to redistribution 

and merger. Instead, its intensification and the nature of its outcome is dependent on the 

newly developed function of SCEAL.  

 

2. SUPPLETION 

Mel’čuk defines suppletion as follows: ‘for the signs X and Y to be suppletive their semantic 

correlation should be maximally regular, while their formal correlation is maximally 

irregular’ (1994: 358). For example, go and went share the same semantic content, but instead 

of expressing the contrast between present and past tense by means of inflectional 

morphology, go realizes this contrast irregularly by two unrelated forms. Corbett (2007) 

interprets Mel’čuk’s definition as referring to the most canonical type of suppletion. Less 

canonical cases of suppletion also exist, which show partial semantic irregularity and/or 

formal regularity (see also Juge 1999, Nübling 1998). For instance, think and thought are less 

strongly suppletive, because they still share some phonological material. Hippisley et al. 

(2004), among other scholars, also observe a more general kind of regularity in suppletion. 

Generally, the distribution of phonologically unrelated stems tends to follow the distribution 

of stems of more regular lexemes. Thus, the stems go and went are distributed over present 

                                                 
2
 The development in the subjunctive can probably not be accounted for as a derivative of the developments in 

the indicative. A more detailed analysis of the subjunctive remains for future research.  
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and past tense, a distinction that agrees with the distribution of the -ed suffix, and something 

similar holds for child and children. In general, suppletive lexemes adapt themselves to the 

boundaries imposed on them by other non-suppletive lexemes belonging to the same word 

class. Such adaptation shows that paradigmatic pressure tends to lead to analogical levelling, 

even without necessarily leading to a regular paradigm. A final relevant distinction within 

types of suppletion is that between non-overlapping and overlapping suppletion (Juge 1999), 

already introduced in section 1. Forms like go and went belong to a single paradigm. The verb 

wend from which went originally derives, has long developed its own regular past tense 

wended. For this reason, go-went constitutes an instance of non-overlapping suppletion. 

Overlapping suppletion, by contrast, is illustrated by Juge by the Spanish verbs, ir ‘to go’ and 

ser  ‘to be’. They exhibit overlapping suppletion because they share the same root in the past 

tense, fui, which is unrelated to either ir or ser. Juge observes that overlapping suppletion is 

far more uncommon than non-overlapping suppletion. Importantly, he argues that cases of 

non-overlapping suppletion come about when the verbal sources of the forms are essentially 

synonymous and that instances of overlapping suppletion arise when the source verbs, while 

semantically linked, are more semantically different. In the case of ir ‘go’ and ser ‘be’, the 

relation consists of the possibility of ser being used in contexts of motion, similar to English 

phrases like We’ve been/gone to France twice. This small area of overlap, then, allowed fui, 

the past tense of ser, to incur into the paradigm of ir as well. Ir and ser remained distinct in 

the present, because most of their semantic functions are distinctly different.  

Returning to the English copula, we see that all the above ingredients of suppletion 

play a part in the present case study. The situation of overlapping suppletion found in Spanish 

ir, ser and fui is exactly parallelled in the Old English relation between IS, BIÐ and WÆS. What 

is particularly interesting is that the further development of these forms is an instance of the 

transition from non-overlapping to overlapping suppletion. Juge claims that non-overlapping 

suppletion is viable only if the two verbs are semantically related yet sufficiently distinct. If 

the case of IS and BIÐ is parallel to that of ir and ser, it is expected that they differ 

systematically from one another in most uses, but that there is a limited number of uses where 

they overlap. While the validity of this claim is not uniformly confirmed by previous studies 

(see section 3), my analysis of their functional distribution in section 4 will show that this is 

precisely the situation we find. Indeed, the Old English situation is a stable one, precisely 

because the functions of IS and BIÐ are systematically different. And yet, in Middle English 

we find a new situation of overlapping distribution. According to Juge, such a situation can 

only arise if the various stems are considered to be synonymous. How, then, did this shift 

from systematic distinction to synonymy come about? One possibility would be that IS and 

BIÐ gradually encroached upon each other’s domain, starting off a situation of competition, 

where some forms of either verb won out in some slots of the paradigm. The problem with 

this account is that it leaves unexplained why this gradual semantic shift towards synonymy 

took place precisely from late Old English onwards, without any signs of it in the preceding 

two or three centuries. In fact, it is not to be expected that their distinction would have 

collapsed on its own when it was sufficiently stable. The loss of overlapping suppletion is 

expected only if it can be shown that the semantic/functional distance between IS and BIÐ was 

somehow jeopardised by an external, contextual factor. This is exactly what I will argue for in 

this paper.  

Specifically, it will be shown that the merger of IS and BIÐ coincided with the 

grammaticalization of the future construction [SCEAL Inf]. It will be argued that [SCEAL Inf] 

not only replaced BIÐ as the marker of the future, but also triggered a reorganization of the 

distribution of IS and BIÐ which is no longer guided by the contrast present-future, but instead 

by the distinction plural-singular. Specifically, when the analytical future construction [SCEAL 

BEON] started to compete with the synthetic future marker BIÐ, this destabilized the 
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conventional semantics of BIÐ and triggered a process of hyperanalysis, the reanalysis of an 

inherent semantic/functional property of a syntactic unit as a contextual property (Croft 2000: 

121). BIÐ’s future sense was reinterpreted as deriving from the context. This led to a new 

generalization with regard to the distribution of BIÐ and IS. Interestingly, [SCEAL Inf] is a 

construction that grammaticalizes as a future construction from late Old English generally. It 

percolates through all verbal paradigms, assuming a position of its own, that of unequivocal 

future construction. When a more general construction collocates with a certain form (in this 

case the infinitive) of a particular verbal paradigm and in this way affects the structure of the 

whole paradigm, this may be called the effect of the constructional environment on that 

particular paradigm. While it may be objected that forms such as BIÐ were frequent enough to 

survive on their own, replacing futurate BIÐ by [SCEAL Inf] opens up the possibility of 

reinterpreting a case of overlapping suppletion as a case of non-overlapping suppletion. Put 

differently, the weakening of a clear functional distinction in combination with the ever-

present paradigmatic pressure from other English verb classes made sure that the merger of IS 

and BIÐ became a fact. The details of this development are expounded in section 4. Section 3 

first outlines previous research on IS and BIÐ.  

 

3. PREVIOUS STUDIES ON THE FUNCTIONAL AND FORMAL DISTRIBUTION OF IS AND BIÐ 

The synchronic distribution of forms IS and BIÐ in Old and Middle English have already been 

the subject of a rich body of literature, and this section briefly discusses the highlights of these 

previous studies. This discussion will also make it clear why, surprisingly, the diachronic 

process of merger itself has largely been left out of the discussion so far. Section 3.1 

concentrates on functional synchronic analyses of Old English, ending with a brief note on the 

role played by Celtic in the dialectal variation of the distribution of IS and BIÐ. Section 3.2 

outlines Hogg’s observations on paradigmatic pressure on IS already in Old English. The few 

studies on the Middle English situation are discussed in section 3.3, which is followed by a 

brief evaluation (section 3.4).  

 

3.1. Synchronic analysis of the Old English functional distinction 

The first major study examining the distribution between BIÐ and IS is that of Jost (1909). It 

concludes that IS is used in ‘concrete’ sentences, referring to really existing things or 

situations, whereas BIÐ is used in ‘abstract’ sentences, describing a general concept in which 

spatial and temporal delimitations are abstracted from. Jost admits, however, that things are 

more complicated. Most importantly, from a purely temporal point of view BIÐ is often used 

in the expression of a spatiotemporally concrete future situation. Because of this lack of 

descriptive adequacy, Campbell (1959: 350f.) criticized Jost’s distinction between abstract 

and concrete as being vague and ad hoc. Campbell then proposed the following refinement, 

which is basically adopted by Mitchell (1985: 256-63): IS refers to a present state ‘provided its 

continuance is not especially regarded’ (Campbell 1959: 351), whereas BIÐ is used to express 

an ‘invariable fact’, a future event, or an ‘iterative extension into the future’. Visser (1970: 

672-74), in offering a slight variant on this view, considered BIÐ to be essentially a future 

copula, which was also used in generic statements and iteratives. The most extensive analysis 

on the distinction and distribution of IS and BIÐ in Old English to date is that by Kilpiö (1993; 

see also Kilpiö 1989).
3
 Kilpiö’s analysis is based on a detailed and exhaustive study of the 

various copulas in the indicative present in the Helsinki Corpus (HC). He focuses on the 

indicative, because in this mood the functional difference between the two forms is most 

clearly visible. He also excludes the subjunctive from his account on the basis that its 

distribution is entirely dialect-driven in Old English (in agreement with Campbell 1959: 351). 

                                                 
3
 It was also his research that served as the basis for the lemma beon in the DOE (2008 [1991]). Other, briefer 

treatments of the Old English situation are Traugott (1992: 182) and Petré & Cuyckens (2009: 325-31; 343-5). 
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The following is a summary of his findings.  

A first tendency — Kilpiö prefers to speak of tendencies rather than (semantic or 

functional) distinctions — observed in the DOE and in Kilpiö (1993) is that BIÐ rather than IS 

is used with future reference, as in (5), where such reference is reinforced by the underlined 

time adverbial, and in (6). BIÐ is also the preferred form to render a Latin future.  

 

(5) On þæm æfteran dæge biþ gehyred mycel stefn on heofenum fyrdweorodes 

On the following day is heard great sound in heavens army:GEN 

 getrymnesse.  

arraying:GEN 

‘On the following day a great sound of the preparation of armies shall be heard in the 

skies.’ (971xc1010. HomS 26 [BlHom 7]: 91.169) 

 

By contrast, IS is ‘frequently used with temporal adverbials linking the state or action to 

the present moment or situation’ (DOE, s.v. beon, E.1.b.), such as nu ‘now’ in (6). Another 

typical instance of the use of IS, without a time adverbial, but where the statement also obtains 

at the time of the utterance, has been given in (1).  

 

(6) Se ælmihtiga scyppend hæfð gehealden sumne gecorenne. þyssere leode 

the almighty creator has held some chosen this:DAT people:DAT 

to cyninge. and se bið ðe swa leof swa nu is se oðer.  

to king and he be you:DAT as dear as now is the other 

‘The Almighty creator has kept someone chosen, as a king to this people. And he will 

be as dear to you as the other king is now.’ (a1020 (c995). ÆCHom II, 10: 87.223) 

 

Second, BIÐ rather than IS is used in generic sentences, which can for now briefly be 

characterized as sentences that make general statements about a kind or class as a whole. Both 

in Old English and in Present-Day English, the 3PL subject is often used in such generic 

statements to refer to all members of a certain kind (as in (2) and (7)), but other persons also 

occur with similar effect, as in (8)). As these examples show, many of the generic sentences 

(in Old English) are evaluative or morally coloured. They are as such sometimes referred to as 

‘gnomic presents’, a term derived from Ancient Greek grammars (see e.g. Goodwin 1893: 

53).  

 

(7) Wið stede & for gebinde, heortes hær beoð swiðe gode mid 

against strangury and for constipation hart:GEN hair.PL are:IND.3PL very good with 

 to smeocanne wifmannum.  

to smoke women:DAT 

‘Against strangury and constipation, hairs of the hart are very good for women to 

fumigate with.’ (c1025. Med 1.1 [de Vriend]: 3.16) 

 

(8)  Hit byð dysig þæt man speca ær þone he þænce.  

It is foolish that man speak:SBJV ere then he think:SBJV 

‘It is foolish that a man speaks before he thinks.’ (c1100. Prov 1 [Cox]: 2.2) 

 

Third and fourth, BIÐ rather than IS is used when a state or action is presented as 

iterative (9) or durative (10). Once again, the presence of either of these aspects is sometimes 

made clear by the presence of certain time adverbials.  

 

(9) Him on gomum bið godes oft gemynd. 
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them in throats is good:GEN often consideration 

‘Often there is a consideration of good on their [= the saints] lips.’ (c1030(c970). PPs: 

149.6) 
 

(10)  Þonne hangaþ þær eac swiþe mycel leohtfæt, þæt bið a dæges & 

then hangs there also very great lightvessel that is always day:GEN and 

nihtes byrnende.  

night:GEN burning 

‘Moreover, there also hangs a large lamp, which is always burning, day & night.’ 

(971xc1010. HomS 46 [BlHom 11]: 127.214) 

 

Kilpiö’s analysis is a functional one, and he does not go into the issue of dialectal 

variation.
4
 While it is generally assumed that the above tendencies by and large hold for all 

dialects, Lutz (2009) has argued that the distinction between IS and BIÐ was probably observed 

more rigidly in the South than in the North. The explanation behind this difference is that the 

distinction as a whole is very likely heavily influenced by a Celtic substratum. The Celtic 

languages had, and still have, a very similar distinction. For instance, Middle Welsh shows an 

almost identical distinction between ys and bit (Schumacher 2007, Wischer 2010). Whether 

the Old English distinction is a wholesale borrowing from Celtic or not – a major issue in 

Anglo-Celtic studies – is irrelevant for the present purpose. What is relevant though is Lutz’ 

observation that Celtic-English contact was much more intense in the South than in the North, 

and this has likely had an impact on the synchronic distribution of IS and BIÐ in Old English, 

the result being that their distinction was observed more strictly in the South.  

Significantly, the fact that Kilpiö cautiously uses the term tendencies rather than 

distributional rules can be explained by the nature of his quantitative analysis. According to 

Kilpiö’s figures, IS is found with its typical semantic characteristics in no less than 86.4% of 

all instances in HC. For BIÐ, his figures are markedly lower, only amounting to about 56.7%.  

 

3.2. Synchronic analysis of Old English formal variation 

Hogg (2003), along with a number of cases of suppletion, provides a detailed discussion of 

the plural form sindon. Originally, the plural of is was sind (cf. Latin sunt), not sindon. Yet in 

many Old English texts the form sindon is found. Hogg observes that the addition of -on 

brings the plural form in line with the present-indicative forms found with preterite-present 

verbs, as, for example, in cunnon ‘they know’ (2003: 74) – and note that earon also follows 

this pattern. The effect is that regularity is added to the paradigm of IS, bringing it in line with 

the paradigms of preterite-present verbs, without disturbance of the suppletion itself. What is 

of particular importance here is the fact that analogical pressure appears to act along the lines 

of the singular-plural distinction, which already formed a part of the Old English grammar 

(and see Lass 1990 for the emergence of this distinction in Germanic morphology). There are 

no apparent signs of any pressure towards internal regularization of the paradigm of IS.  

                                                 
4
 Kilpiö discerns a fifth tendency of BIÐ expressing actionality of the passive construction, with IS being 

purportedly mostly used in statal passives. Actionality implies that the passive construction predicates an 

(ongoing) event rather than a state, a function that is in the present most clearly instantiated in real-time 

descriptions (e.g., Ball is passed to John Gainsford, he is tackled by O'Sullivan and passes the ball to 

Engelbrecht). Conversely, a present-tense statal passive expresses a current property of the subject (e.g., the 

baby is very excited; see also Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 79, 541). However, a close look at the Old English 

data leads to a different interpretation. Many of the alleged instances of actional BIÐ either have a generic, 

iterative or habitual quality, and can be classified as such. This holds for all the examples Kilpiö gives himself, 

and for all potential examples in my own data. In fact, the only really clear example of a real-time actional 

passive in my Old English data features IS, not BIÐ (GDPref 4 [C]: 30.304.16: ic eom cwylmed on þisum ligge ‘I 

am being tortured in this fire’).  
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3.3. Synchronic analysis of Middle English 

The distribution of IS and BIÐ in Middle English has not received much attention, and research 

has mainly focused on dialectal distribution and morphological changes. The most important 

observations were first made by Forsström (1948). From the earliest Middle English texts 

onwards, BIÐ is no longer a frequent form in the indicative present singular. If it is still used, it 

usually expresses future, as in (11). (Although, as will be seen, the future is more often 

expressed by means of the analytic construction SCEAL BEON.)  

 

(11) Hwuch schendlac. & hwuch sorhe bið þer hwenne alle þe leaues schulen beon 

towarpled. 

‘What ignominy and what sorrow shall be there when all the leaves shall be scattered.’ 

(a1300. Ancr. (Cai 234/120) [LAEME 2.1]) 

 

The situation for the indicative present plural is somewhat more complicated. In the South and 

part of the West Midlands, the normal form is BEOÐ, no matter what function it has (present, 

future, generic, non-generic), as in (12), in which the first instance refers to a specific future 

(a function inherited from Old English) and the second to a specific present (a new function of 

Middle English, formerly expressed by SINDON). If the future has to be expressed, SCEAL BEON 

is a common alternative.  

 

(12) For ȝif we hit ȝeorneð; to wonien her mid Gricken. heo beoð ure fulle feond; for we 

beoð ifead <wið> heom.  

‘For if we ask, to dwell here with the Greeks, they will be our full-foes, for we are at 

enmity with them.’ (c1275(?a1200). Lay. Brut (Clg A.9): 483) 

 

In the rest of the Midlands, the predominating form was BEN (itself originally a subjunctive) 

and in the North AREN was generalized. Laing’s recent study (2010) by and large confirms 

Forsström’s findings. The most notable refinement is that at this early stage, the Midlands 

(except for most of the West Midlands) used SINDEN and/or AREN for the indicative plural, 

while BEOÐ was preserved to express futurity. The later generalization of the (originally 

subjunctive) form BEN as the default form of the indicative plural in certain Midland areas has 

not yet developed in the early material.  

In sum, the separate paradigm of BIÐ seems to have been lost first in the North. In the 

South and the West Midlands, BIÐ preserved its independent status for a while as a marker of 

the future, although it was much less frequent than in Old English. In non-future contexts it 

had generally merged with IS, IS being used for the singular, BEOÐ for the plural. In late 

Middle English, plural BEOÐ declined too and the northern plural AREN propagated through all 

regions, reaching the south in the fifteenth century. This later development, which falls 

outside the scope of this  article, was possibly a consequence of the influence of Northern 

immigrants in London on the development of an English standard (Kilpiö 1997).  

 

3.4. Critical evaluation 

Studies conducted so far provide invaluable information on the synchronic situation of IS and 

BIÐ in Old and Middle English, both on their syntactic and on their dialectal distribution. At 

the same time, they contain some obvious gaps. Most importantly, none of the studies 

available gives an account for the diachronic process that occurred in between the Old and 

Middle English distribution. An important question that remains unanswered is: how was the 

distinction between specific IS and generic-future BIÐ lost? With regard to the decline of the 

separate paradigms in Middle English, the possible role of semantics and function in the 
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developments found in Middle English has not yet been analysed. As for Kilpiö’s analysis of 

Old English, it claims that BIÐ is put to one of its typical uses in only 56.7% of the cases, 

which raises the question to what extent the semantic characteristics of futurity or genericity 

suggested for BIÐ are really typical of this verb. Upon closer inspection, Kilpiö’s methodology 

shows two weaknesses, which result in an underestimation of the specificity of BIÐ’S 

semantics. First, Kilpiö’s analysis, probably for practical reasons, is based only on the clause 

containing BIÐ or IS. Instances of BIÐ, if not obviously referring to the future on clause level, 

have been considered futures only if their Latin source is present in HC (which is only the 

case with glosses) and if this source contains a future form of esse. Other forms which may be 

interpreted as futures by looking at translational or textual context are not analysed as such, 

and so are not included in his count. Second, Kilpiö’s judgments on genericity do not seem to 

be based on a sound theoretical definition of genericity. He refers for this concept to 

Chesterman (1991), but this work itself does not really define genericity, and moreover 

focuses on genericity expressed in the noun phrase, which is not necessarily identical to 

genericity as expressed by entire predication (if it is a valid viewpoint at all). For instance, 

Kilpiö (1993: 101, 108) gives the following example as an instance of the generic use of IS 

(and therefore allegedly an atypical instance of IS).  

 

(13) Saga me hwilc treow ys ealra treowa betst. Ic þe secge, þæt ys 

tell me which tree is all:GEN.PL tree:GEN.PL best. I you tell that is 

 wintreow.  

vine 

‘Tell me which tree is the best of all trees? I tell you, it is the vine.’ (c1150. Sol I: 40.1).  

 

While the context is indeed about kinds throughout, and Kilpiö’s reasoning understandable, 

the statement is not a generic one. Instead the predication containing IS is an instance of an 

identificational clause. Identification constitutes a separate category alongside intransitive 

predication. In formal logic, intransitive predication is expressed by means of one-place 

predicates such as A(x), or ‘there is an x for which A obtains’, while identification is simply x 

= y  (e.g., Stassen 1997: 12). A classical example of an identifying construction is the 

Morning Star is the Evening Star. In clauses such as (13) a kind (such as ‘vine’) is treated as a 

specific entity (with the ontology of something like a Platonic idea), with which another kind-

entity (‘the best kind of tree’) is identified. In section 4 I present a more systematic 

quantitative analysis, which reveals more stringent distributional rules than those designated 

as ‘tendencies’ by Kilpiö.  

 

4. ANALYSIS 

4.1. Introduction 

This section first briefly outlines the corpus used for the analysis (section 4.2), followed by 

the analysis itself, which consists of two parts. The first part examines the synchronic 

distribution of IS and BIÐ in the ‘classical’ Old English of 951-1050 (section 4.3). Section 

4.3.1 identifies the three most prototypical semantic components of IS, namely SPECIFICITY, 

PRESENT VALIDITY and STATIVITY, and establishes their synchronic relationship. Section 4.3.2 

presents a similar analysis of BIÐ, from which it will appear that it has only one underlying 

semantic component of FUTURE VALIDITY, which connects synchronically its future, generic 

and durative uses. Section 4.3.3 presents the frequencies of the different uses of IS and BIÐ, 

showing that they were in near-complementary distribution. The merger of IS and BIÐ from 

1050 onwards is described in section 4.4. Section 4.4.1 outlines the grammaticalization of the 

analytic future construction [SCEAL Inf] ‘shall Inf’, which encroaches upon the domain of the 

synthetic expression of the future by BIÐ. Section 4.4.2 describes the second major 
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phenomenon occurring in this period, namely the generalization of BEOÐ (the plural of BIÐ) to 

all types of predication. The relative chronology with which these two developments occurred 

is discussed in section 4.4.3, which concludes that the grammaticalization of the future had 

already reached an advanced stage by about 1100, about the time when the generalization of 

BEOÐ set off. This leads to the hypothesis that the grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON brought 

about the loss of the sense of futurity from BIÐ, and that plural BEOÐ, voided of its original 

semantics, and proportionally more frequent than plural SINDON, extended to non-future and 

non-generic uses as well. This hypothesis is further elaborated in section 4.4.4.  

 

4.2. The corpus used 

The analys is based on the LEON-alfa-corpus (see Petré 2009, 2010). This corpus basically 

tries to enhance comparability between Old and Middle English in two ways. First, it tries to 

reduce the predominance of the West Saxon dialect observable in the literary canon (e.g. in 

Ælfric), by introducing more Anglian material in the Old English part and southern material 

in the Middle English part (e.g. the Winteney version of Benedictine Rule). Second, verse 

texts and less well-known shorter texts have been included to get a better balance in terms of 

genre than in the available corpora. Sources of the corpus are mainly DOEC, HC, LAEME 

2.1, MEC, PPCME2, YCOE and YPC (see references). Table 3 provides the total number of 

words (excluding foreign passages) in the periods examined in this article.
5
  

 

 
951-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 1251-1350 

Number of words 312290 144101 375019 267956 

Table 3. Corpus size per period 

 

References to examples drawn from these corpora use the following format: for ME, the 

template used by the MED; for OE, the short title used by the DOE, preceded by a manuscript 

date (and occasionally a date of the original), which is taken from the editions used by the 

DOE.  

 

4.3. Old English: near-complementary distribution with fuzzy boundaries 

4.3.1. IS. The main aim of this section is to establish the relationship between the various uses 

of IS to arrive at a single prototypical core which conditions the overall distribution of IS. 

Kilpiö already showed that in Old English IS was the preferred form in clauses with temporal 

adverbials linking the state or action to the present moment or situation (such as nu ‘now’, as 

in (6)) and in passive constructions with statal function (it is written, the door is closed). 

However, a use of IS that is highly relevant for establishing its overall distribution has not 

been adequately identified so far (though it is briefly mentioned in Wischer 2010: 227). This 

is its exclusive appearance in identifying constructions, which arguably constitute the 

prototype of IS. The semantic specificity of IS as compared to BIÐ, then, consists three 

semantic components that pervade this identifying use as well as IS’S various other uses. 

These semantic components are PRESENT VALIDITY, SPECIFICITY and STATIVITY.
6
 Present 

validity means that these uses occur in statements that hold at the time of the utterance. 

Specificity implies that their subject has definite reference to a spatiotemporal individual or 

entity. Stativity implies that they do not express dynamic situations, nor is their duration 

particularly emphasized – which differentiates them from duratives, here treated as a separate 

category.  

                                                 
5
 A complete list of the texts used can be found at 

https://perswww.kuleuven.be/~u0050685/Petre,_Merger_of_is_and_bid.  
6
 For a tentative reconstruction of the diachronic development, see Petré 2010.  
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The IDENTIFYING use of IS constitutes a central use of IS in Old English (as it does in 

Celtic, which may have influenced Old English; e.g. Stifter 2006: 119). Identifying IS is 

specific in that it typically equates two spatiotemporal individuals or particular entities, like 

‘the first prayer’ and ‘sanctificetur nomen tuum’, and ‘that’ and ‘hallowed be your name’ in 

(14). Its validity is in principle indifferent to time, and as such it constitutes an extreme case 

of stativity. While not limited to the present, identifying IS often appears to have primarily 

present validity, to identify an individual arriving at the scene or an entity that has just been 

named.  

 

(14) Þæt forme gebed is sanctificetur nomen tuum. Þæt is sy þin nama  

the first prayer is sanctificetur nomen tuum that is be your name 

gehalgod.  

hallowed 

‘The first prayer is “Sanctificetur nomen tuum”, that is “Hallowed be thy name”.’ 

(c1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 19: 327.71-73) 

 

Identifying constructions assume a significant share of all uses of IS: 23.8% on average, and 

18.9% in 951-1050 versus respectively only 5.6% and 2.9% of the uses of BIÐ.  

IS is also found with identifying function in passive constructions involving participles 

that refer to the Subject’s proper name: (ge)nemned, named, (i)cleped, (ge)cweden, all 

meaning ‘called’. (15) gives an example with cweden. For the period 951-1050 as many as 

23.1% of all passives with indicative IS belong to this group (or 3.8% of all uses of IS), as 

compared to only 2.7% with BIÐ (or 0.9% of all uses of BIÐ) 

 

(15) Seo þridde ys gecweden Cantica Canticorum. 

the third is called Cantica Canticorum 

‘The third is called Cantica Canticorum.’ (c1075. ÆLet 4 [SigeweardZ]: 500) 

 

The function of these phrases is clearly an identifying one, as is also seen from the fact that 

gecweden could be left out in (15) without changing the meaning. Halliday (1985: 112-28) for 

that reason considers them to be identifying clauses as well (see also Kilpiö 1989: 20). Their 

presence therefore provides further evidence for the centrality of the identifying function in 

the semantics of IS.  

The almost exclusive right of IS to encode identification is shown in Table 4.   

 

 

951-1050  1051-1150 1151-1250 1251-1350 

IS 93% 95% 90% 89% 

BIÐ 7% 5% 10% 11% 

 

Table 4. Distribution of constructions with identifying function 

 

Next to its identifying function, IS is also used very frequently in nominal and adjectival 

copular constructions. Importantly, the use of IS in these constructions comes with certain 

restrictions. In Old English, copular constructions involving IS are largely limited to 

predications that are specific, related to the present situation (from the point of view of the 

participants in that situation), and stative. In (16) (a repetition of (1)) a Danish coast-guard 

expresses his present feelings about the newly arrived troop of warriors, which constitutes a 

definite and specific spatiotemporal entity. The statement has stative aspect: is does not mean 

that the troop will become friendly, nor that it is friendly for a limited amount of time 

(durative).  
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(16) Ic þæt gehyre þæt þis is hold weorod frean Scyldinga.  

 ‘I understand that this is a troop friendly to the Lord of the Scyldings.’ (c1000. Beo: 

291) 

 

IS is also preferred in passives with specific subjects, and which refer to the present result of a 

previous action, as in (17).  

 

(17) Ðær is his lichoma bebyrged.  

there is his body buried  

‘There is/lies his body buried.’ (c1000. Mart 5 [Kotzor]: My12,A.13) 

 

While closely related to identifying clauses, predications like (16)-(17) differ from them in 

that they are not immutable and classifications instead of equations. Yet this semantic 

distinction may easily be crossed through pragmatic inferencing on either side, and it is a 

matter of dispute how much identifying and copular constructions really differ (see e.g. 

Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 266). Then again, certain formal patterns are found in only one 

construction, such as the pattern þæt is introducing an adjunct clause (as in (14)), which 

always has an identifying function. Regardless of whether or not the two are to be seen as 

separate constructions, only IS combines them in a semantically coherent way in Old English, 

and this clearly sets this verb off against BIÐ.  

 

4.3.2. BIÐ. Kilpiö discerned the following four tendencies of use for BIÐ: BIÐ is used (i) with 

future reference, (ii) in generic statements (sometimes called ‘gnomic presents’), (iii) iterative 

and (iv) durative statements. In this section I argue that only three of them are clearly 

distinctive, and that (iii) is merely a subtype of (ii). More importantly, these various senses are 

related as semantic nodes of a polysemous network, all sharing the semantic component of 

FUTURE VALIDITY. The fact that they are all linked by a semantic component of futurity is 

crucial to understand why BIÐ lost its distinct semantic profile later on when an analytic future 

construction [SCEAL Inf] emerged.  

The most frequent and most prototypical sense of BIÐ, which instantiates the sense of 

future validity most clearly, is that of FUTURITY (as in (5), (6), (26), (32)). Future validity is 

also clearly present in the GENERIC, ITERATIVE and DURATIVE uses of BIÐ, all of which carry 

the implication that they iteratively extend into the future (as already observed by Campbell 

1959: 351). Indeed, such an extension is often made explicit in generic uses of BIÐ by the 

presence of a time adverbial such as symble ‘always’, as in (18).  

 

(18) Þa ðe ðæs welan gitsiað hie bioð symble wædlan & iermengas on 

those who the:GEN wealth:GEN covet they are always beggars and wretches in 

 heora mode.  

their mind 

‘Those who covet after wealth, they will always be beggars and wretches in their 

mind.’ (c1100. Prov 1 [Cox]: 1.48) 

 

The link between futurity and genericity is well attested typologically. In an extensive study, 

Ultan shows that morphological or lexical future markers are commonly extended to express 

genericity (1978: 102-3). This also holds for Present-Day English will with generic purport in 

idiomatic expressions of the type boys will be boys. Indirect evidence that the sense of futurity 

is defining for BIÐ and that its generic use is derivative might be seen in the degree to which 

these senses are exclusive to BIÐ and absent from IS. IS is almost never found with future force 
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in Old English, so the contrast future BIÐ versus present IS is clearly a very strong one. 

However, IS does occasionally occur in generic sentences, as in (19):  

 

(19) Se rica & se þearfa sind him betwynan nydbehefe.  

the rich and the poor are them between needful 

‘The rich one and the poor one are both needful.’ (a1020(c995). ÆCHom I, 18: 

324.205) 

 

This sentence, from a homily by Ælfric, illustrates that a speaker of Old English may opt for 

IS instead of the unmarked BIÐ if they want to emphasize the present relevance of their 

statement rather than the iterativity of generic statements into the future. This would not be 

unfitting in a homiletic text, where what is said needs to appeal to the audience in as 

immediate a way as possible.  

Next to its presence in generic uses of BIÐ, future validity is equally present in its 

ITERATIVE uses. Indeed, all iterative instances mentioned in earlier studies can be seen as 

subtypes of generic statements. Sentence (7) for example is a statement about Saints in 

general, not about the iterated activity of a specific individual.  

Finally, a sense of futurity is also present in the DURATIVE use of BIÐ, which expresses a 

state that extends into the future. Durativity in BIÐ can be distinguished from stativity in IS on 

the basis of the emphasis on the duration of the situation. This emphasis is usually indicated 

by the presence of a durative time adverb. Many of these adverbs imply continuation of the 

situation into the future, and BIÐ, if co-occurring with them, may be rendered by a future 

tense. This holds in particular when a time adverbial meaning ‘always, ever’ is present, such 

as simble (as in (20)), a (as in (10)) or æfre.  

 

(20) Us beoð symble þurh þa þegnunga þære halgan fulwihte mid 

us.DAT are always through the services the:GEN holy:GEN baptism:GEN with 

 gastlice <geryne> heofonas opene. 

spiritual mystery heavens open 

‘By spiritual mystery, heaven remains/will be always open for us through the services 

of the holy baptism.’ (c1010. HomS 2 [ScraggVerc 16]: 106) 

 

4.3.3. Quantitative analysis. In order to calculate the frequency and determine the consistency 

with which the typical semantic components of respectively IS and BIÐ show up in the Old 

English period of 951-1050, one or more of the semantic components described so far has 

been assigned to 10% of all the instances of indicative IS or BIÐ in LEON-alfa. From this 

analysis it appears that in the ‘classical’ period of 951-1050, the distinction between IS and 

BIÐ was a pronounced one, but that there was also a grey zone, where the two showed usage 

overlap.  

The analysis has been based on the following principles. First, all the necessary context 

has been taken into account, not just that of the clause alone. Second, in translations from 

Latin the correspondence with the Latin tense of the source text has been taken into 

consideration whenever necessary. Third, I have assigned genericity to my data according to 

the criteria present in Behrens’ cross-linguistically applicable definition: ‘a classic generic 

sentence contains a kind-referring noun phrase as its topic and a characterizing predicate 

which expresses a time-stable and prototypical (but not necessarily essential) property of the 

topic’ (2005: 275; see also Bybee et al. 1994: 141, 152). Importantly, this definition applies to 

the entire clausal construction, including characteristics of the predicate, which must be ‘time-

stable and prototypical’. On the basis of this specification, a sentence like (21) has not been 

considered generic, because, although the subject is kind-referring, the characteristic of being 
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most strongly praised is not prototypical, but restricted to the herb’s occurrence in a particular 

region. 

 

(21) Swiðust heo ys gehered on þam muntlandum þe man Cilicia & Pisidia 

strongest it is praised in the mountain:lands that man Cilicia and Pisidia 

 nemneð.  

calls 

 ‘It [= the herb hyssop] is most strongly praised in the mountainous countries which are 

called Cilicia and Pisidia.’ (c1025. Lch I [Herb]: 57.1)  

 

The result of this investigation appears in Figure 1. Note that the findings for IS do not 

significantly differ from Kilpiö’s; the semantics of BIÐ, however, turn out to be far more 

systematic than was evident from his data. Both verbs clearly have their own domain, and are 

in near-complementary distribution, with 90% of forms reflecting their respective core 

meanings. This leaves a grey zone of only about 10%.  

Figure 1. Typical uses of IS and BIÐ 

 

Some of the overlap is found precisely where we expect it: where the semantic domains of 

genericity and identification coincide. Although definitions are the domain of IS in its 

identifying use, BIÐ is also occasionally found there when the content of the definition is 

semantically closely related to a generic statement, as in (22), where the custom of 

worshipping idols serves not only as a definition of heathenism, but also as a ‘characterizing 

predicate which expresses a time-stable and prototypical property’ of heathens, in terms of my 

earlier definition of genericity.  

 

(22) Hæðenscipe byð, þæt man deofolgyld weorðige, þæt is þæt man weorþige 

Heathenism is that man idols worship that is that man worship 

 hæðene godas ... 

heathen gods ... 

‘Heathenism is/means, that people worship idols, that is that they worship heathen gods 

...’ (c1050. LawIICn: 5.1)  

 

Conversely, IS sometimes also intrudes into the domain typical of BIÐ: it was seen in the 

previous section that it occasionally occurs in generic statements (see example (19)).  

Most fluctuation between IS and BIÐ occurs in the existential construction. This 

construction refers to the existence of a certain quantity of referents without specifying them 
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precisely. As a result the subject in this construction is neither specific nor generic. In the 

period 951-1050, IS is used as a rule in this construction, as in (23). BIÐ is predominantly 

preserved for future reference of non-specific subjects. However, occasionally the future 

sense is not clearly present, and BIÐ simply seems to mean ‘occur’, as in (24):  

 

(23) Sindon wælreowe weras þær on ige. 

are slaughter:fierce men there on island 

‘There on the island there are bloodthirsty men.’ (c970. Wulf: 6) 

 

(24) On ðam londum byð piperes genihtsumnys.  

in those countries is pepper:GEN abundance 

‘In those countries grows/occurs an abundance of pepper.’ (c1000. Marv: 6.5) 

 

In section 4.4 it will be seen how this grey zone, small though it may be, contributed to the 

instability of BIÐ and the later redistribution of its forms when the analytic future construction 

[SCEAL BEON] started to increase.  

 

4.4. Merger of IS and BIÐ 

4.4.1. Grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON. Turning to the diachronic development, this section 

briefly describes the process that arguably triggered the subsequent merger of IS and BIÐ, 

namely the grammaticalization process of SCEAL BEON — itself an offshoot of the more 

general grammaticalization of [SCEAL Inf] — from being used in primarily modal contexts to a 

more bleached use that approaches mere prediction. I restrict myself to indicative-present 

SCEAL + infinitive BEON. Subjunctives and past tenses of SCEAL in combination with infinitive 

BEON are excluded, because they do not correlate to indicative present uses of BIÐ. The other 

auxiliary of the future, WILL, has also been left out of the discussion, because its 

grammaticalization seems to gain pace only in the twelfth century, after the merger of IS and 

BIÐ had largely been completed (see e.g. the differences in frequencies between shall and will 

in Wischer 2008: 134).  

Throughout Old English, most uses of SCEAL, whether or not in combination with BEON, 

are instances of deontic modality, often involving obligation, as in (25).  

 

(25) Ne sceal he eac beon to georn deadra manna feos.  

NEG must he also be too desirous dead:GEN.PL man:GEN.PL wealth:GEN.SG 

‘And he [= the priest] must not be too desirous of the wealth of dead men.’ 

(971xc1010. HomS 14 (BlHom 4): 43.70) 

 

Already in Old English, however, some instances of [SCEAL Inf] come close to being mere 

markers of futurity (Denison 1993, Wischer 2008). A genuine future tense is defined by 

Bybee et al. as ‘a prediction on the part of the speaker that the situation in the proposition, 

which refers to an event taking place after the moment of speech, will hold’ (1994: 244). (26) 

is an early Old English example of SCEAL BEON that seems to fulfil this definition. In the 

preceding sentence, BIÐ is found in a related context. The two might be interchangeable; 

though, alternatively, BIÐ may be interpreted as durative here, and pertaining to the present – 

the deacon is still with us at the moment of speaking – , although not doing so for very long in 

the future. But the manuscript also contains instances such as (27), where BIÐ unequivocally 

expresses a prediction about the future and really seems interchangeable with SCEAL BEON.  

 

(26) Ne bið þes diacon noht longe mid us, ac he sceal beon mid 

NEG is the deacon not long with us but he shall be with 
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 Criste. Ond þa æfter feawa dagum ða endode he his lif þurh 

Christ and then after few days then ended he his life through 

 martyrhad for Criste.  

martyrdom for Christ 

‘“This deacon will not be/does not remain long with us, but he shall be with Christ.” 

And then after few days he ended his life through martyrdom for Christ.’ (c1000. Mart 

5 [Kotzor]: Se 23, A.5) 

 

(27) Ða cwæþ he to þæm þe hine læddon, Secgað ge Maximiane þæm casere 

then said he to those that him led tell you Maximian:DAT the emperor 

þæt he bið to geare dead. 

that he is to year dead 

‘Then he said to those who led him: “Tell you to Maximian the emperor that he shall be 

dead this year.”’ (c1000. Mart 5 [Kotzor]: My 8, B.13) 

 

These two examples, then, illustrate that already in Old English the analytic construction with 

SCEAL was in competition with indicative present BIÐ.  

From late OE, SCEAL increasingly spread as a marker of the future and replaced more 

and more of the indicative present forms of BIÐ. This process of replacement was completed 

during the fourteenth century (see Wischer 2008). Importantly, it was already well on its way 

in late Old English. This is shown by the frequency comparison between the Old English and 

early Middle English subperiods in Table 5 (and see Wischer 2008: 135 for frequencies of the 

analytic future construction in general).
7
 Between the periods 951-1050 and 1051-1150 the 

share of SCEAL BEON as compared to indicative BIÐ increased considerably; this increase is 

primarily manifested through a rise of its modal deontic use (meaning ‘must, be bound, 

ought’), but more and more of these modal uses of SCEAL could be interpreted as mainly 

conveying a future sense (subsumed under the category VAGUE). Pure future uses, which 

merely predict something, are still rare, but seem to have increased as well, although the low 

absolute numbers make the data less reliable in this regard. In the period 1151-1250 SCEAL 

BEON witnesses a real explosion in its rise as a marker of the future. By this time, the 

expression of futurity has become the main function of SCEAL BEON.  

 

 

951-1050 1051-1150  1151-1250  

BIÐ 210 (98.59%) 546 (91.92%)  159 (85.03%)  

SCEAL BEON (obligation) 1 (0.47%) 34 (5.72%)
8
  3 (1.60%)  

SCEAL BEON (vague) 1 (0.47%) 9 (1.52%)  5 (2.67%)  

SCEAL BEON (future) 1 (0.47%) 5 (0.84%)  20 (10.70%)  

Total 213 (100%) 594 (100%)  187 (100%)  

Table 5. Indicative BIÐ and SCEAL BEON, relative frequencies 

 

The most far-reaching effect of this development on the use of BIÐ was the loss of futurity in 

the indicative present uses of BIÐ. Because these uses made up the majority of all uses of BIÐ, 

it is expected for indicative BIÐ to decrease considerably in frequency. This is indeed the case 

                                                 
7
 The frequencies for the period 951-1050 and 1151-1250 are based on the 10% sample I use throughout my 

analysis. The period 1051-1150 has been treated differently. Because the sample did not yield sufficient results 

for this period, frequencies in this case are based on a full sample of BIÐ in LEON-alfa.  
8
 The unexpectedly high number of SCEAL functioning as a marker of obligation in this period is largely due to 

the Rule of Chrodegang of Metz. This text, a clear outlier among the texts for this period, contains no less than 

25 instances of obligational SCEAL, a high frequency which is largely due to the normative, rule-like nature of the 

text (and note that the period 951-1050 does not contain this type of text).  
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for singular BIÐ, which had all but disappeared by 1200. The plural of BIÐ, however, i.e. BEOÐ, 

did not disappear at all. Instead, voided of its future semantics, it became generalized as the 

default present form of the merged verb IS/BIÐ.  

 

4.4.2. Generalization of plural BEOÐ. Next to the grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON,  a second 

change that set off during the period 1051-1150 (though, as will be seen, slightly later) 

consisted of the extension of the range of plural BEOÐ to include more non-future situations 

involving non-generic subjects. One of the earliest examples is given in (28), a regular early 

Middle English one in (29).  

 

(28) embe Godes cyrcan bote ða beoð innan Cent.  

about God:GEN churches compensation which are within Cent 

‘... compensation about those churches of God that are within Cent.’ (c1107. ChronF: 

694) 

(29) 3if 3e hit rædeð; 3e <beoð> mine riche men. ich wulle his heued of swippen. 

if you it advise you are my brave men I will his head off smite 

‘If you advise it — you are my brave men — I will smite off his head.’ (c1275(?a1200). 

Lay. Brut [Clg A.9]: 877) 

 

The gradual spread of BEOÐ to present situations involving non-generic Subjects is 

represented in Table 6 — note that all non-generic instances found in 951-1050 are either 

existential or durative constructions. While the low absolute numbers should be treated with 

some caution, the general tendency is very clearly that BEOÐ is used increasingly more often 

in all kinds of non-generic contexts.  

 

 

951-1050 1051-1150 1151-1250 

Generic 18 (72.0%) 10 (58.8%) 16 (20.0%) 

Non-Specific 6 (24.0%) 5 (29.4%) 14 (17.5%) 

Specific 1 (4.0%) 2 (11.8%) 50 (62.5%) 

Total 25 17 80 

Table 6. Spread of BEOÐ to clauses with non-specific and specific subjects 

 

In general, the spread of BEOÐ proceeds at the expense of plural SINDON, which 

gradually disappears and by 1250 was largely lost. SINDON may still occasionally be found in 

Layamon’s Brut (c1275 (p1204), southern West Midlands), and the Bestiary (a1300 (a1250), 

East Midlands), but note that these are both copies from exemplars that predate 1250. Among 

them, Layamon’s Brut is unique in that it may contain some information on how the 

replacement of SINDON by BEOÐ proceeded. Table 7 provides a comparison of the distribution 

of SINDON and BEOÐ over first/second versus third-person subjects respectively.  

 

 

SINDON BEOÐ 

1st or 2nd person 11 73 

3d person 10 156 

P-value (Fisher-exact, right-tailed) 0.05 

Table 7. Distribution of plurals over person in Layamon’s Brut 

 

As it turns out, SINDON is used significantly more often with first/second-person subjects. The 

probability that this is due to chance is only 5%. What this suggests is that first and second 

persons are replaced last by BEOÐ. This order of replacement is in line with the point of 
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departure of the development. The original generic contexts of BEOÐ typically have a third-

person subject referring to all members of a certain kind. By contrast, the more conservative 

retention of SINDON mainly in the 1/2PL, which usually refer to a specific group of people, 

reflects this verb’s original semantics of specificity.  

 

4.4.3. Relative chronology of the two developments. A comparison of Tables 5 and 6 shows 

that the increase of BEOÐ with specific subjects and the rise of SCEAL BEON as a future marker 

run largely in parallel, both showing a moderate increase in 1051-1150 and a true explosion of 

instances in 1151-1250. While the scarcity of data makes it impossible to provide more 

detailed quantitative evidence on the relative chronology and course of these developments, 

there is some manuscript evidence for the period 1051-1150 which suggests that the analytic 

future construction SCEAL BEON had set off on the road to grammatical status slightly before 

non-futurate plural BEOÐ extended to non-generic uses.  

Two manuscripts in particular, written between 1051 and 1100, already show evidence 

of an increased use of SCEAL BEON as a mere future marker — as compared to 951-1050 — but 

still preserve the restriction of non-futurate plural BEOÐ to generic statements. These are 

Bodleian, Hatton 115 (c1075, containing HomU 15.1) and Cambridge University Library Ii. 

2.11 (c1085, containing NicodA and VSal 1 [Cross])). The clearest example of the advanced 

stage of SCEAL BEON is found in NicodA. Out of thirteen instances referring to the future, four 

(or 30.7%) are already expressed by SCEAL BEON, as in (30), where scealt beon translates the 

Latin indicative future eris ‘you shall be’.  

 

(30) Geopena þyne gatu, nu þu scealt beon untrum and unmyhtig. 

open your gates nu you shall be weak and unmighty 

 ‘Open your gates. Now you shall be weak and powerless.’ (c1085. Nic [A]: 21.3.1. 

Translation: Cross et al. 1996: 217) 

 

In contrast to this evidence of early grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON prior to 1100, there is 

not a single manuscript before 1100 in which plural BEOÐ has extended its range to specific 

subjects.  

The erosion of the semantics of BEOÐ, then, occurs fairly soon after 1100. Up to well 

into the thirteenth century, there is considerable variation in the extent to which the generic 

and future semantics of BEOÐ are lost. Importantly, this variation is not in any obvious way 

related to certain dialect areas, suggesting that the shift was taking place throughout the 

English language as a whole. For instance, the scribe of Cotton Domitian A.VIII (containing 

ChronF), a manuscript from Kent, had already lost the distinction to a large extent c1107 (see 

for example (28) above). By contrast, another Kentish manuscript, namely Vespasian D.XIV 

(written c1125 and containing various texts included in LEON-alfa: Eluc 1, Eluc 2, LS 11 

(James), LS 28 (Neot)), Alc) still preserves the distributional rules of classical Old English 

throughout, with BEOÐ being restricted to generic (iterative), future, or durative uses, and IS to 

specific, statements about the present. Similar variation can be found in other dialect areas.
9
  

 

                                                 
9
 Significantly, a short text added to CUL Ii. 2.11 in Exeter (the heart of the West Saxon dialect) somewhere 

between 1100 and 1130 provides evidence that semantic erosion of BEOÐ was also found in the West Saxon 

dialect area. This text contains the following non-generic specific instance of BEOÐ – next to an identifying 

instance of SINDON: And ðis sindon heora nama þe beoð on þam gildscipe, Brihtwi, Wlnoð, Ealdwine, … [A list 

of names] ‘And this are their names who are in the guild, Brihtwi, Winoð, Ealdwine’ (c1100xc1130. Rec 10.2: 

1.14). In previous studies it has been argued that in the West Saxon dialect the generic use of BIÐ was at its 

strongest (see e.g. Lutz 2009). While not too much weight should be put on one example only, the text provides 

further evidence that the breakdown of the distinction was not necessarily the result of dialect shift or Old Norse 

influence.  
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4.4.4 Interaction between the two developments 

In this section I formulate a hypothesis about how the unexpected generalization of BEOÐ 

might be explained as being an effect of the grammaticalization of the analytic-future SCEAL 

BEON construction. The basic argument is that the grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON brought 

about the loss of the sense of futurity from BIÐ through hyperanalysis. As a consequence 

plural BEOÐ, which was because of its high relative frequency vis à vis that of singular BIÐ 

more salient than plural SINDON, extended to non-future uses as well.  

When grammaticalizing as a marker of the future, SCEAL BEON became used especially 

in statements about a specific event in the future, initially still often involving a strong sense 

of necessity or commitment on behalf of the speaker, as in (31), where Olibrius, the speaker, 

vouches for Margaret’s safety and well-being if she consents to marry him (and see Wischer 

2008).  

 

(31) And hire scel beon wel mid me þurh hire fægernesse and hire fægre wlite 

and her:DAT shall be well with me through her beauty and her fair face 

 ‘And she shall be well with me because of her beauty and her fair face.’ (c1125. LS 14 

[MargaretCCCC 303]: 5.6) 

 

As SCEAL BEON started to replace BIÐ especially in sentences such as (31), with a strong sense 

of futurity, the increased use of the construction led to the erosion of the sense of futurity 

originally present in indicative BIÐ. BIÐ remained in use in statements about the future for 

quite a while, continuing the existing conventions, but because its clearest instantiations of 

futurity were lost, its future semantics as a whole probably underwent a process of 

hyperanalysis. In hyperanalysis, ‘the listener reanalyses an inherent semantic/functional 

property of a syntactic unit as a contextual property’ (Croft 2000: 121). In other words, the 

future sense of BIÐ was contributed more and more to the context instead, as in (32), where 

the future time reference of the second coming of Christ is made explicit by the temporal 

subject complement on domes dai ‘on Doomsday’, or (33), where a time adverb sufficiently 

encodes futurity independently.   

 

(32) Ure louerd ihesu cristes tocumes ben tweien openliche: þe fireste is gon [...] 

our Lord Jesus Christ:GEN comings are two certainly the first is gone 

 And þat oðer tocume beð on domes dai. 

and the other coming is on judgment:GEN day 

‘The comings of our Lord Jesus Christ are certainly two: the first is passed and the 

second will be on Doomsday.’ (a1225 (?a1200). Trin.Hom. [Trin-C B.14.52]: 3) 

 

(33) Ær dæi amarwen; al hit bið dune. ælc stan from oðer; iualled to þan grunde. 

ere day tomorrow all it is down each stone from other falls to the ground 

‘Before day tomorrow it will all go down: each stone from the other will fall to the 

ground.’ (c1275 (?a1200). Lay. Brut (Clg A.9): 15822) 

 

A closer look at the 3SG in Layamon’s Brut lends some support to this hypothesis. Table 8 

provides figures for the presence or absence of a time adverbial in the same clause as BIÐ and 

SCEAL BEON. A Fisher exact test (left-tailed) indicates that the co-occurrence of time adverbials 

– which as a rule express futurity or durativity – and BIÐ is highly significant.  

 

 

Time adverbial No time adverbial 

BIÐ 40 41 

SCEAL BEON 5 23 
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P-value 0.003  

Table 8. Distribution of time adverbials over 3SG in Brut 

 

Because SCEAL BEON was mostly used with specific subjects, generic uses of BIÐ were as a rule 

not replaced by SCEAL BEON. However, in these uses too BIÐ lost its component of future 

validity along the way. As a result, it was no longer clear in what way BIÐ itself contributed 

semantically to the genericity of the statement. The general effect of the grammaticalization 

process of SCEAL BEON was thus that both the future sense and the generic sense of indicative 

BIÐ started to bleach. Similarly, durative and iterative uses were also no longer processed as 

extensions of a single underlying sense of futurity. Eventually, the structured polysemy of BIÐ 

became opaque and broke down, with several apparently unrelated uses left.  

The ultimate result of this wearing out of the typical semantics of BIÐ, then, was that 

there was no obvious semantic distinction left between BIÐ and IS. While they initially 

continued to be used most frequently in those contexts with which they had so long been 

conventionally associated, the loss of the exclusive and inherent connection of BIÐ and 

futurity opened the way to confusion. This is clearly actualized when in early Middle English 

indicative IS is also occasionally found in clauses that make a statement about the future. The 

earliest examples of this use of IS in my sample are from the early-thirteenth-century 

translation of Vices and virtues, like the one in (34).  

 

(34) Ac ȝit sculen baðe, ðurh ðese ȝewinne, folȝin godes wille; ðanne is 

but you.two shall both through this fight follow God:GEN will then is 

 sone pais ouer al ðine londe.  

soon peace over all your country 

‘But you two shall both, through this fight, follow God’s will; then there will soon be 

peace over all your country.’ (a1225 (c1200). Vices & V.(1) [Stw 34]: 97.27) 

 

There was still one distinction that remained, but this was no longer semantic in nature. 

The two verbs continued to differ in their relative preference for singular or plural number. In 

the ‘classical’ Old English of 951-1050, IS occurred proportionally far more often in the 

singular than BIÐ, to a great extent as a consequence of its high frequency in identifying 

clauses in the 3SG. BIÐ on the other hand occurred proportionally more often in the plural, 

precisely because of its use in generic statements, which typically contain plural subjects (as 

in (2), (7), (18) or (34)).  

The early replacement of many future uses of BIÐ by SCEAL BEON in combination with 

the preservation of the indicative form in generic statements further contributed to the 

saliency of plural BEOÐ in comparison to plural SINDON. Saliency here means a higher relative 

frequency of these forms as compared to singular BIÐ|IS respectively. At a certain point in 

time, then, the plurality of BEOÐ was felt to be more salient than its semantics, and BEOÐ 

started to spread to non-generic uses too. The introduction of these new uses in turn added to 

the saliency of the plural form of BEOÐ and this resulted in a snowball effect whereby 

semantic erosion and increased frequency of plural instances of BIÐ reinforced one another.
10

 

This effect is shown in Table 9, in which a Fisher exact test (left-tailed) makes clear that the 

distribution between singular and plural for indicative IS and BIÐ becomes increasingly more 

skewed over time.  

 

 

                                                 
10

 Its prevalence may have been further motivated by its phonetic lightness as compared to sinden, the Middle 

English realization of sindon.  
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951-1050 

 

1051-1150 

 

1151-1250 

 

BIÐ IS 

 

BIÐ IS 

 

BIÐ IS 

Singular 160 271 

 

51 117 

 

52 488 

Plural 50 51 

 

21 18 

 

108 13 

P-value 0.015 

 

0.005 

 

<0.001 

Table 9. Singular-plural distribution of indicative IS and BIÐ 

 

The spread of BEOÐ to clauses with specific subjects further rendered opaque the future 

component in the conventional uses of BIÐ, and this may have stimulated the use of the more 

transparently futurate SCEAL BEON. The idea that the use of [SCEAL INF] was sometimes 

motivated by a desire for clarity has first been suggested by Laing (2010). The earliest 

example she gives dates from around 1300 and has been given above as (9). At this time, 

BEOÐ has already become the only plural form to express present situations in this text, and 

‘using periphrastic schulen beon was therefore the only way for the scribe to translate the 

Latin simple future with an English equivalent that was distinctively future in expression’ 

(Laing 2010: 247). However, occasional evidence for this kind of disambiguating function of 

SCEAL BEON can already be found in texts from the period 1051-1150. A particularly 

suggestive fragment is the one in (35):  

 

(35) Ðeh hit þynce mannen, þæt arlease mænn habben wele on þyssen wurlde, heo byð 

þehhwðere swa swa þa fissces þe habbeð mycele blisse, þonne heo gegripeð þæt æs, & 

ne byð na þaget gewærre þæs angles þe þær inne sticað, & heo beswicð to deaðe. 

Eallswa þa rice mænn for þan estlice meten & for þa gode dræncen, heo sculen beon 

gefyllde mid biternyssen, swa swa wæs se rice mann on helle þe þæt godspell gemunð, 

& for þære fægere wifmanna lufen heo sculen drigen brynstanes stænc on helle, & for 

þære scrude fægernysse, heo byð bewæfde mid tale & mid scande.  

‘Although it seems to men, that honourless men have wealth in this world, they are yet 

like fish that have a lot of pleasure when they seize the bait, and are not yet aware of the 

hook that sticks in it, and betrays them to death. Just like that the rich men, because of 

the delicate food and for the good drink, they shall be filled with bitterness, as was the 

rich man in hell which the gospel mentions, and for the love of fair women they shall 

endure the stench of brimstone in hell, and for the fairness of their clothing they shall 

be clothed with slander and with shame.’ (c1125. Eluc 1 [Warn 45]: 119) 

 

After a series of generic statements on evil men and fish, a series of predictions follows. The 

first of these has sceolen beon, the second sculen in combination with a lexical verb (drigen), 

and the third reverts again to indicative byð (which is in this text a deviant spelling of BEOÐ), 

as the switch in time reference has become obvious by then.  

In line with general knowledge on suppletion, the distribution of forms pertaining to IS 

and forms pertaining to BIÐ along the singular-plural axis is also the least disruptive 

reorganization from the point of view of the paradigmatic regularity of the new verb. Hogg 

(2003) showed that the form sindon was probably the result of analogical levelling with the 

plural of preterit-present verbs. The Old English plural form beoð was arguably more 

irregular than sindon, as it deviated phonologically from the regular plural ending, which was 

-(i)að. In Middle English, however, this situation changes. The plural form BEOÐ now 

commonly appears as beð, bieð, or even ben or bien – the latter two being reinterpreted 

subjunctive forms, a regular verbal development in Middle English (see e.g. Fischer 1992: 

246-8). Turned into a regular plural form, Middle English BEOÐ (i.e. b(i)eð/b(i)en) was an 

appropriate candidate to fill the plural slot of a new non-overlapping suppletive verb be.  
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In sum, the grammaticalization of the future construction SCEAL BEON triggered the 

reassignment of the future sense of BIÐ to the clausal context through hyperanalysis, and this 

process started off the reorganization of the distributional rules for IS and BIÐ, with the 

generalization of BEOÐ in the plural, which was proportionally more salient than SINDON, and 

IS in the singular as a consequence. Once this reorganization started to take shape, this also 

fed the SCEAL BEONconstruction that triggered it in the first place, because this construction 

was now the only unambiguous way to express a future situation.  

 

6. CONCLUSION 

The synchronic analysis of the semantics and possible competition of IS and BIÐ in the 

‘classical’ Old English period 951-1050 provided the following results. IS typically displayed 

the semantic components of present validity, specificity and stativity. By contrast, the 

pervading semantic component of BIÐ was that of future validity. This component is shared by 

BIÐ’S most frequent senses, namely the future and the generic sense, and the less frequent 

iterative and durative senses. These findings are in line with earlier observations of Campbell 

(1959), Visser (1970) and Kilpiö (1993), but also refine them, for example by highlighting the 

centrality of identifying clauses in the semantics of IS. A quantitative analysis of the 

distinctiveness of IS and BIÐ in terms of these semantic components has shown that they 

showed up in about 90% of their respective uses but that there was also a grey area of less 

prototypical uses where the two verbs competed with each other, especially in constructions 

like the existential construction, which involved non-specific subjects. This fuzzy area of 

overlap, where competition occurred, constituted a potential locus of change. However, the 

overall stability of their distribution prevented such change until about 1050. From then 

onwards, a development in the constructional environment of BIÐ, namely the 

grammaticalization of SCEAL BEON, led to a drastic redistribution of the two verbs with their 

merger as a result. It has been shown that this process led to the erosion of genericity and 

futurity through hyperanalysis, which in turn led to the generalization of plural BEOÐ and 

singular IS. It has also been shown that these three developments reinforced each other, like 

three people holding each other when rolling down a hill, jointly speeding up to the point at 

which stopping is no longer possible. What remains in the end is a suppletive paradigm in the 

indicative, in which IS provided the forms for the singular and BIÐ the forms of the plural.  

 As regards the theory of suppletion, the merger of IS and BIÐ confirms Juge’s view that 

overlapping suppletion is only viable if there is sufficient semantic distance between the two 

verbs. When two verbs with a defective or suppletive paradigm are semantically near-

synonyms, it is not expected that they will both survive independently. Whereas this may 

seem to hold for IS and BIÐ, my analysis has shown that the aspectual division of labour 

between them in Old English clearly qualifies as sufficient semantic distance. Juge’s analysis 

is a descriptive, synchronic one. It does not explore the possibility of semantic shift resulting 

in the loss of such semantic distance. The present case study has precisely done this, and 

shown how overlapping suppletion shifts into non-overlapping suppletion once the semantic 

distinction gets blurred. Such a shift is expected given the paradigmatic pressure from regular 

verbs, which do not generally share roots between them. It also highlights that loss of a 

semantic distinction does not happen spontaneously, but may result from external 

circumstances instead.  
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